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SUMMARY

Understanding and producing embedded sequences
in language, music, or mathematics, is a central
characteristic of our species. These domains are hy-
pothesized to involve a human-specific competence
for supra-regular grammars, which can generate
embedded sequences that go beyond the regular
sequences engendered by finite-state automata.
However, is this capacity truly unique to humans?
Using a production task, we show that macaque
monkeys canbe trained to produce time-symmetrical
embedded spatial sequences whose formal descrip-
tion requires supra-regular grammars or, equiva-
lently, a push-down stack automaton. Monkeys
spontaneously generalized the learned grammar to
novel sequences, including longer ones, and could
generate hierarchical sequences formed by an
embedding of two levels of abstract rules. Compared
to monkeys, however, preschool children learned the
grammars much faster using a chunking strategy.
While supra-regular grammars are accessible to
nonhuman primates through extensive training, hu-
man uniqueness may lie in the speed and learning
strategy with which they are acquired.

INTRODUCTION

A major issue for cognitive neuroscience is determining how hu-

man computational capacities differ from those of other species

[1–5]. Here, we investigate whether human and nonhuman

primates can produce temporal sequences whose complexity

approximates that found in human languages. There is much

evidence that nonhuman animals can learn sequences based

on statistical transition probabilities [6], chunking [7], ordinal

knowledge [8], or algebraic patterns [9, 10]. However, attempts

to teach them sequences with nested or recursive structures,

which are characteristic of human languages, have mostly
been met with negative results [1]. So far, the generative

algorithms acquired by animals seem mostly restricted to the

lowest level of the Chomsky hierarchy [11–13]—that is, regular

languages [14, 15]. Thus, it has often been proposed that a

crucial distinction lies between the levels of regular or ‘‘finite-

state’’ grammars, which are accessible to nonhuman animals,

and supra-regular grammars or ‘‘phrase-structure’’ grammars,

which may only be available to humans [2, 14–16]. Indeed,

neuroimaging studies in humans have shown that the processing

of embedded grammars specifically relates to left-hemispheric

areas of the inferior frontal gyrus (‘‘Broca’s area’’) and the

posterior superior temporal sulcus [1, 17–20], two regions whose

size, connectivity, and lateralization are distinctly different in

humans [21, 22].

Recently, several behavioral experiments suggested the suc-

cessful acquisition of context-free, center-embedded grammars

by songbirds and baboons [23–25]. However, these claims were

subsequently criticized [26–29]. The main critique is that, given

the indirect perceptual classification and novelty detection tasks

used, instead of acquiring a full set of abstract grammatical rules,

animals could have applied simpler strategies based on lower-

level sensory features [15, 26, 29]. The gap between human

grammar learning and nonhuman sequence learning therefore re-

mains unclear, and so far, there is no evidence showing a genuine

grasp of supra-regular grammars in nonhuman animals [30, 31].

RESULTS

Here, to sidestep those issues, we designed a novel behavioral

paradigm, delayed-sequence reproduction task that required

the animal to explicitly generate sequences according to the in-

structed grammars. We compared two grammars: (1) a ‘‘mirror’’

(context-free) grammar of the form ABCjCBA, which in formal

language theory entails recursive time-symmetrical center

embedding or, equivalently, a push-down stack, and (2) a

‘‘repeat’’ (context-sensitive) grammar of the form ABCjABC,
whose main feature (repetition in serial order) is described by

formal language theory as involving tail recursion with cross-

dependencies (Figure 1A). Both grammars require more compu-

tational power to parse than the regular languages generated by
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Figure 1. Acquisition of the Delayed-Sequence Reproduction Task

(A) Example trial with sequence ‘‘125.’’ Monkeys initiate the trial by pulling a lever. A series of two, three, or four sample stimuli (flashing colored dots), chosen from

the six spatial locations, is presented at a fixed rate (1/s). After a delay, a 500-ms visual cue is presented at the center of the screen to indicate which grammar

(‘‘repeat’’ or ‘‘mirror’’) to use in the production phase. When the ‘‘go’’ cue appears, monkeys have to release the lever and touch the locations by either copying

(repeat) or reversing (mirror) the sample sequence.

(B) Learning dynamics during the training period. Each block represents data averaged over 100 trials. Correct trials are depicted with solid blue or red dots, order

errors with light blue or red triangles, and position errors with gray triangles.

(C) Faithful reproduction of all sequences of length 2 and 3 in forward and backward order. The dataset comprises a total of 150 sequences, but for simplicity,

performance is averaged after normalization for the starting location and is displayed according to distance (clockwise) from the previous position.

Thus, 25 sequence patterns are displayed with the horizontal axis indicating the distance of the first move (for length 2 and length 3 sequences) and the vertical

axis denoting the distance of the second move (length 3 only).

(D) Gray level indicates the percentage of responses at a given location of each step averaged over twomonkeys after the acquisition of grammars (see individual

animals in Figure S2). Diamonds indicate the correct position. Vertical dashed lines mark the transition between the sample (visual presentation) and production

(hand touch) phases.

See also Figures S1 and S2 and Video S1.
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finite-state automata [13]. However, the capacity to repeat a

sequence previously seen or heard has been frequently demon-

strated—for instance, in birdsong [32, 33] or in primate behavior

[34, 35]—and may simply indicate that imitation is a computa-

tional primitive in several species. We therefore concentrated

our efforts on the mirror grammar, which exhibits an undeniable

center-embedding supra-regular organization.

In our test, each sequence item—A, B, and C—could be one of

six spatial locations, resulting in a large number of combinations

(30 length 2 and 120 length 3 for a total of 150 sequences per

grammar; each location was only sampled once, without
2 Current Biology 28, 1–9, June 18, 2018
replacement, in a given sequence). On each trial, monkeys visu-

ally perceived the first half of the sequence (of length 2 or 3), then

a cue indicating which grammar was required (mirror or repeat),

and finally produced the second half by successively touching

the appropriate locations on screen in order to get a reward (Fig-

ure 1A). Touching either at a wrong position (position error) or in a

wrong order (order error) terminated the trial.

Two animals (monkeys G and L) learned to perform

the sequence task with both grammars (Figure 1B; monkey

G, correct rate [CR] > 92%; monkey L, CR > 82%; data aver-

aged from the last three blocks in training; compared with
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chance-level, chi-squared test, p < 10�16 in all blocks). The

training history was controlled, which slightly affected learning

speed but not ultimate acquisition (Figure S1). The training set

included only a fraction of the sequences and differed across

monkeys. Monkey G learned the repeat grammar (both length

2 and 3 sequences) first, while monkey L learned the mirror

grammar (both length 2 and 3 sequences) first. Both animals

showed high accuracies across all ordinal positions (Figure S2).

Based on the sequential movements between spatial targets,

the sequences on the hexagonwere categorized into 25 patterns

(Figure 1C). The results showed that both monkeys faithfully re-

produced all spatial sequences of lengths 2 and 3 in forward and

backward orders. Performance was above chance in every

pattern at every ordinal position and without any significant

bias for particular patterns in terms of both CRs (Figure 1D; for

individual monkeys, see Figures S2E and S2G) and response

times (RTs; inter-response latency) (Figures S2F and S2H). Posi-

tion errors were rare and tended to lie near the correct target (Fig-

ure S2C). Order errors showed a trend toward transpositions of

temporally close items within the target list (Figure S2D).

To further exclude the possibility that monkeys used alterna-

tive strategies to perform the task, we compared the animals’

performance with the chance-level performance predicted by

two alternative strategies: (1) remembering correctly all locations

but picking them in random order (chance = 0.5 (1/2) for length 2,

0.167 (1/3!) for length 3, and 0.042 (1/4!) for length-4 sequences)

or (2) producing correctly the first location, which is the most

recent and therefore most likely to remain available in short-

term memory, then picking the next locations in random

order (chance = 0.5 for length 3 and 0.167 (1/3!) for length

4 sequences). We found that performance at each step was

significantly higher than those two chance levels (p < < 10�4 in

all blocks; Figure 1D), thus refuting those alternative strategies.

To exclude the possibility of rote memorization, we next

focused on the crucial center-embedding mirror grammar and

further tested the animals’ generalization abilities. Generalization

was evaluated by measuring performance on the first test day,

which only involved trial-unique novel sequences. Nevertheless,

all trials were rewarded, allowing behavioral improvement over

successive blocks during generalization. The tests were termi-

nated when performance reached 75% correct within a block

(100 trials) or when animals no longer responded to the tasks.

We first tested generalization to novel sequences that were

never shown to animals during training. Both animals quickly

transferred the grammar to the new sequences (Figure 2A;

chi-squared test relative to chance, p < < 10�4 for each monkey

in all blocks, including the first block of the first day).

Part of the power of a generative grammar is its ability to pro-

duce sequences of arbitrary length. To evaluate whether the

monkeys generalized the mirror concept from ABjBA (length 2)

and ABCjCBA (length 3) to longer sequences, we tested them

with sequences generated by the grammar ABCDjDCBA
(length 4) and ABCDEjEDCBA (length 5). The animals showed

fast transfer to the longer sequences (Figures 2B and S3; for

length 4 sequences tested in both monkeys, p < < 10�4 in all

blocks compared with the chance level, and for length 5 se-

quences only tested in monkey G, p < < 10�4 in all blocks).

Thus far, we showed that monkeys were able to apply the

grammars to the six fixed locations in a regular hexagon. We
then assessed whether monkeys generalized the rule to

untrained geometrical layouts. The results showed that the

monkeys could promptly generalize the grammar to locations

in the form of a pyramid with the same number of targets (Fig-

ure 2C; for both monkeys, p < < 10�4 in all blocks), in a form

with a random number and location of targets (Figure 2D;

the form changed randomly from trial to trial for both monkeys,

p < < 10�4 in all blocks), and in a horizontal line (Figure 2E;

bothmonkeys, p < < 10�4 in all blocks). It is worth noting that dur-

ing training, on the hexagon, three locations were never aligned.

Our explicit production task has a very low level of perfect

performance by chance (1/120 for length 3 sequences). The

monkeys’ high performance level, generalizing across a variety

of locations, implies that their abilities cannot be imputed to

low-level shortcuts and involve a genuine understanding of the

mirror task. At a minimum, to produce a sequence with such

center-embedded structure, additional computational machin-

ery beyond a finite-state automaton, such as a push-downmem-

ory stack, is required. We thus propose that macaque monkeys

may possess such computational ability, sequentially storing

each spatial location during the visual presentation and then

retrieving them from the stack in a last-in-first-out manner.

Next,weexploredwhether thebehavior couldbespontaneously

transferred across spatial locations, because such analogical

reasoning is vital to advanced cognition and sometimes thought

to be uniquely human [36]. In this test, the sample locations were

visually displayed on a hexagon in one quadrant of the screen

(e.g., 123; Figure 2F), and monkeys had to generate the corre-

sponding sequence on another hexagon in a different quadrant

(e.g., 1’2’3’). The task required animals to attend to an abstract

structural feature, the local spatial relations of individual targets.

Bothmonkeys showed rapid transfer of the grammar, with perfor-

mance reaching 80.1%correct for monkeyG and 45.3% for mon-

key L (Figure 2F; for both monkeys, p < < 10�4 in all blocks).

To test how fast the monkeys spontaneously generalized the

mirror rule to novel sequences, the performance in the first 150

trials during each generalization was analyzed. We divided those

150 trials into 5 mini-blocks and found that the performance

was significantly better than chance level in every mini-block

(all p < < 10�4), and there was no significant learning effect for

the first five mini-blocks (linear regression, p > 0.1) (Figure 3).

The above experiments could still be criticized, because they

did not involve the full production of a center-embedded string.

Rather, the experimenter provided the first half-string, and the

monkey produced the second half-string in reverse order.

We therefore tested whether monkeys could produce a

complete center-embedded sequence. When given the sample

of ‘‘ABC,’’ monkeys were required to generate the sequence

of ‘‘ABC CBA.’’ The results showed that the two monkeys

successfully learned to generate the full six-item sequence

(monkey G: CR > 68%, monkey L: CR > 73%; in four successive

blocks, p < < 10�4 in all blocks).

Finally, we tested the ability to generate an entire hierarchical

sequence endogenously through a combination of two abstract

rules: ‘‘next’’ and mirror [5]. One monkey (G) was trained to

produce sequences based on two levels of embedding. In this

task, using the standard hexagon, the monkey was first habitu-

ated to the concept of ‘‘next item’’ using the six length 3mirror se-

quences (ABCjCBA) whose first three consecutive sample items
Current Biology 28, 1–9, June 18, 2018 3



Figure 2. Generalization of the Mirror Grammar

Histograms show the success rate on the standard hexagon (in gray) before the transfer and during the transfer blocks (in black). Each bar represents

performance averaged over 100 trials.

(A) Generalization to novel sequences on the standard hexagon.

(B) Generalization to longer length 4 sequences on the standard hexagon.

(C–F) Generalization to new geometrical shapes: (C) pyramid, (D) random locations, (E) horizontal line, and (F) two hexagons.

See also Figure S3.
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involve clockwisemovement (e.g., 123, 234, 345). During the test,

the monkey was presented with only the first position (randomly

chosen from any of the six locations) in the sample and required

to produce the remaining five locations, e.g; 1/23 321 (Fig-

ure 4A). What the monkey was asked for could thus be described

as a ‘‘program’’ involving two embedded operations in order to

generate, from a single starting point, a complex sequence, first

comprising three consecutive locations (two applications of

next), then the same locations in reverse order (one application
4 Current Biology 28, 1–9, June 18, 2018
of mirror to the preceding string). The monkey successfully

learned to generate the entire spatial sequence (chi-squared

test, p < < 10�4 in all blocks versus chance level; Figure 4B)

and promptly generalized to new locations in untrained geomet-

rical shapes, such as octagon, square, irregular polygon, and

two hexagons where the first and second half of the sequences

were spatially separated (p < < 10�4 in all cases) (Figure 4C).

The RTs on the second half of sequence (the fourth, fifth, and sixth

target) were significantly lower than on the first half (second and



Figure 3. Fast Generalization of the Mirror Grammar to Novel Se-

quences

Histograms show performance in the first 150 trials during each generalization

(Figure 2). Each bar represents performance averaged over 30 trials. The

performance was significantly better than the chance level in every mini-block

(chi-squared test relative to chance, all p < < 10�4), and there was no signifi-

cant learning effect for the first five mini-blocks (linear regression, all p > 0.1).

Please cite this article in press as: Jiang et al., Production of Supra-regular Spatial Sequences by Macaque Monkeys, Current Biology (2018), https://
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third target) (Figure 4D; t test, p < 0.001, corrected), suggesting

that, rather than using a serial search strategy [37], the monkey

was performing the second half of the sequence using the previ-

ously learned mirror grammar.

Although monkeys’ generalization was excellent (Figures 2

and 3), recall that they received thousands (10,000 to 25,000)

of training trials before their performance ranged around 60%

correct on length 4 sequences (Figure S3). To put this in

perspective, we evaluated the grammar-learning abilities of 5-

to 6-year-old preschool children using a very similar paradigm

(Figure S4). Children vastly out-performed monkeys: most

learned the repeat and mirror grammars after only five demon-

strations, performed close to ceiling, and instantly generalized

to various versions of novel stimuli (Figure S4).

Previous work suggested that human preschoolers and adults

achieve such performance by taking advantage of the presence
of nested chunks of spatial locations [38]. We therefore

compared the determinants of behavioral performance for length

4 sequences in monkeys and preschool children (Figure 5). The

results revealed that monkey performance was primarily deter-

mined by a linear decrease with ordinal position (Figure 5A). Pre-

school children showed no such effect but rather gave evidence

of chunking the sequence into two groups of two locations, with

performance at the start of the second group decreasing as a

function of distance to the preceding location (Figures 5B and

5D) and also when the trajectory of the second group crossed

that of the first one (Figure 5F). Such a temporal and geometrical

structuring of sequences was absent in monkeys (Figures 5C,

5E, and S5).

DISCUSSION

We demonstrated that macaque monkeys could explicitly pro-

duce center-embedded sequences whose description requires

a supra-regular grammar. Various generalization tests, using

untrained stimuli, excluded the possibility of mere memorization

or retrieval of sequences from a look-up table. Monkeys sponta-

neously generalized to longer sequences, transposed spatial

locations, and a new embedding. Most strikingly, by combining

two abstract rules (next and mirror), one monkey could generate

a complex sequence by starting from a single location and

producing the next five locations in a purely endogenous

manner.

Although rats [39], birds [40, 41], and several nonhuman

primates [6, 42] may recognize statistical relationships and

algebraic rules in patterned acoustic strings, their spontaneous

production abilities (e.g., vocalizations or body movements) are

limited and do not express such abstract regularities. In a recent

review, we distinguished five levels of sequence knowledge with

increasing degrees of abstraction: transition and timing knowl-

edge, chunking, ordinal knowledge, algebraic patterns, and

nested tree structures generated by symbolic rules [1]. Previous

studies convincingly showed that animals could learn different

types of sequences based on levels 1 to 4 [6–9]. Those levels,

however, do not suffice to account for the most advanced

form of sequence processing, namely human language. Even

though a handful of animal experiments suggested the success-

ful acquisition of language-like nested or center-embedded

structures, these claims were judged premature and have been

heavily criticized [26–29]. Compared to such prior sequence

learning studies [43, 44], the present study presents several

improvements: (1) the use of an explicit production task,

which eliminates many of the shortcut strategies available to

animals in perceptual classification and novelty detection tasks

[29, 45], (2) generalization to novel configurations and sequence

lengths (one of the hallmarks of generative grammar being its

ability to process sequences of variable length), (3) transposition

to a new location, demonstrating that behavior is based on

an abstract rule rather than on shallow perceptual/motor

properties of the stimuli, and (4) demonstration of the behavior

in individual subjects, thus avoiding artifacts due to inter-subject

averaging [45].

Our results question the view that the distinction between hu-

man and nonhuman animals, as regards the evolution of linguis-

tic syntax, lies in the ability to learn regular versus supra-regular
Current Biology 28, 1–9, June 18, 2018 5



Figure 4. Combination of Abstract Rules and Grammar Generalization

(A) Task. On a given trial, a single item flashes for 500ms at one of the six possible locations during the sample period. Themonkey is then required to sequentially

touch the remaining five positions based on the grammarS =M {p, {+1}2}, whereS is the generated sequence for a given starting position p,M indicates the global

mirror transformation (‘‘reverse’’), and +1 denotes the local operation of clockwise movement (‘‘next’’).

(B) Learning dynamics. The monkey learned the grammar successfully, and performance reached 92% after 27 blocks (p < < 10�4 in all blocks).

(C) Generalization to novel sequences.

(D) Response time (RT, inter-response latency) for each consecutive target location in the hexagon condition (data from 2016 trials). RT to the third target was

significantly lower than to the second target (t test, p < < 0.001). RTs to second and third targets were significantly higher than to the fourth, fifth, and sixth targets

(t test, p < < 0.001, corrected). ***p < < 0.001.

Error bar indicates one SEM.
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(context-free) grammars in the Chomsky hierarchy [2, 13, 16, 30].

The boundary between human linguistic rule-learning abilities

and those of nonhuman animals needs to be reconsidered and

is less clear than is currently assumed [31]. Our findings also

argue against the hypothesis that the combination of symbolic

operations into a hierarchical mental program is a human-spe-

cific ability [5]. However, we acknowledge that we only tested

two supra-regular grammars (repeat and mirror). Both may be

accommodated by a simple ‘‘stack,’’ i.e., a memory that stores

information in sequential order and can operate in two distinct

retrieval modes, namely last-in-first-out (mirror) and first-in-

first-out (repeat). Producing a sequence in forward order was

previously demonstrated in nonhuman primates (e.g., [34, 35]),

and our main contribution is to show that they can also flexibly
6 Current Biology 28, 1–9, June 18, 2018
produce it in backward order. Whether monkeys can learn other

more complex supra-regular grammars remains to be tested.

It is also crucial to keep in mind that, in the present study,

unlike previous animal studies with spontaneous discrimination

[16, 23], monkeys received intensive training. Indeed, this was

required in order to explore animals’ fundamental computational

limits [46]. Compared to monkeys, preschoolers quickly learned

the same grammars within a handful of trials. This finding is com-

parable to recent neural-network simulations indicating that con-

ventional neural networks for sequence learning can eventually

learn a recursive grammar, but only after exposure to a large

and complex training set, whereas tree-based neural networks

learn much faster [47–49]. Even after intensive training on length

4 sequences, behavioral analysis suggested that monkeys still
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A
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F *

**

Children Figure 5. Comparison of Length 4 Sequence

Performance in Monkeys and Preschool

Children in the Mirror Task

(A) Both monkeys showed a significant memory

decay with ordinal position during sequence

reproduction as indicated by increasing RT (dotted

line) and decreasing accuracy (black line; linear

model, p < < 10�5 for each monkey and each

dependent variable). Both monkeys also displayed

classical primacy and recency effects (‘‘U’’ shape

of correct rate).

(B) Children (n = 23) showed no such memory

decay (linear model: accuracy, p > 0.1; RT, p > 0.1),

but decreased performance at the third position,

consistent with chunking into two groups of two

(multiple comparisons with Bonferroni correction

after linear mixed model: third versus second po-

sition accuracy: t =�4.34, p < 0.001; fourth versus

third position accuracy: t = 5.87, p < 10�4; RT, third

versus second, t = 2.62, p < 0.05).

(C and D) Consistent with this analysis, children (D),

but not monkeys (C), showed an effect of step size

specifically between ordinal positions 2 and 3, thus

affecting performance on the third target but not on

the second and fourth target (step-size and ordinal-

position interaction F(4,172.65) = 3.55, p < 0.01,

contrasts at the third position: size 1 versus size 2,

t = 2.85, p < 0.05; size 1 versus size 3, t = 3.67,

p < 0.001; size 2 versus size 3, t = 1.6, p > 0.1; other

comparisons:p>0.1;RT: seeFiguresS5AandS5B).

(F and E)When there is a presence of crossing in the spatial sequence, children (F), but not monkeys (E), showed the significant longer RTs at the ordinal position 3

(linearmixedmodel: RT,main effect of crossing, F(1,150.74) = 4.18, p< 0.05; contrasts at the third position, t = 2.20, p <0.05; accuracy: p> 0.1; other comparisons:

p > 0.1, also see Figure S5). *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01.

Error bar indicates one SEM. See also Figures S4 and S5.
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relied on a simple ordinal memory encoding, whereas pre-

schoolers spontaneously used chunking and global geometric

structure to compress the information. Thus, the human brain

may possess additional computational devices, akin to a ‘‘lan-

guage of thought,’’ to efficiently represent sequences using a

compressed descriptor during inductive learning [4, 38, 50, 51].

Taken together, our findings suggest that the neurological ar-

chitecture of the monkey brain places no fundamental obstacle

to the ultimate learning of supra-regular structures. Human

uniqueness may lie in the speed with which such structures

are learned, perhaps using a specific structure-sensitive algo-

rithm [4, 38, 50], rather than in the mere capacity to acquire

them. By introducing a task easily learnable by monkeys yet pre-

senting a significant similarity to language, the present study

paves the way to future electrophysiological studies of center

embedding. Recordings in the monkey homolog of Broca’s

area, the inferior frontal gyrus [52], or the dorsolateral prefrontal

cortex [9], where abstract sequence coding was previously

found, should shed light on the neural code for center-

embedded structures and how it differs between human and

nonhuman primates.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Deposited Data

Raw data This paper https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/b7pfsj5kxk/

draft?a=4ade10bc-3650-43d3-9491-7628be2cb7d2

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

Macaca mulatta Institute of Neuroscience,

Chinese Academy of Sciences

N/A

Software and Algorithms

MATLAB Mathworks R2015b

Psychtoolbox http://psychtoolbox.org/ Version 3.0.13

SPSS Statistics IBM Version 24

Other

Touchscreen DELL S2240T
CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Liping

Wang (liping.wang@ion.ac.cn).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Monkey
Two adult male monkeys (Macaca mulatta, G: 12.5 kg and L: 8.1 kg) were used in the experiments. Experiments were performed in

accordance with Institute of Neuroscience, Chinese Academy of Sciences guidelines for the use of laboratory animals. The monkeys

were housed individually and fed ad libitum, but receivedwater or juice on experimental days as rewards for correct responses during

the tasks. During the experiments, the monkeys sat in a primate chair 30 cm from a computer monitor equipped with a touchscreen

(DELL S2240T). Trial events, stimulus presentation, and data recording were computer controlled with MATLAB software

(MathWorks, MA, USA).

Preschooler
Thirty-seven children were recruited (thirteen female; minimum age = 5 years, maximum age = 6 years, mean = 5.54 ± 0.64) from the

Shanghai Ping-He and Yuan-Dong International School to perform a similar experiment. Fourteen of them were tested to learn the

repeat and mirror grammars (length-2 and length-3 sequences), and twenty-three of them were asked to perform length-4

sequences. The experimental program was installed in the Microsoft Surface Pro4 System with a touchscreen. The experiment was

framed as a game, which children came one by one to play in a quiet classroom. The ethical committee of the Institute of Neuroscience,

Chinese Academy of Sciences, approved the experiments and all participants and their parents gave informed consent.

METHOD DETAILS

Stimuli
The spatial sequences were created from six locations (set: {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}) that formed a symmetrical hexagon (Figure 1A). There are

150 sequences of the lengths 2 and 3 and 360 sequences of the length 4 on the hexagon. Each location was only sampled once in a

sequence. Sequenceswere presented on the screen, andmonkeys had to complete the sequence using either a ‘‘repeat’’ or ‘‘mirror’’

grammar. The ‘‘repeat’’ grammar defined sequences of the form ABjAB (length-2) or ABCjABC (length-3), and the ‘‘mirror’’ grammar

defined sequences of the form ABjBA or ABCjCBA (Figure 1A). For example, a visually presented sequence of ‘1 6 50 had to be

completed with a generative sequence of ‘1 6 50 defined by the repeat grammar, and ‘5 6 1’ defined by mirror grammar. For both

grammars, the total 150 sequences can be divided into 25 patterns based on their geometrical relations (Figure 1C). The pattern

and the starting position for each sequence were randomly selected trial by trial. No three consecutive sequences from the same

pattern or the same initial position were given to animals during either training or test periods. The procedure of testing preschool

children was essentially identical (details see the description below).
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Behavioral training
Themonkeys learned to pull a lever (15 cm away from the touchscreen) to initiate a trial and not to release it during the presentation of

the sample stimuli. A release of the lever at any time during the visual presentation ended the trial. The six locations, indicated by

white circles (diameter: 3 cm, for monkey L) or white crosses (length: 2 cm, for monkey G) were always presented throughout the

entire trial. The screen was black between trials. The visual presentation of the target sequence was indicated using a colorful dot

(yellow or red, diameter: 3 cm) that flashed on each target location for 500 ms with a 500 ms inter-target interval (Figure 1A). After

an 800 to 1200 ms delay, a 500 ms cue then appeared at the center of screen; this was either a green cucumber (for monkey G,

the cue was a green circle), which indicated that the sequence should be finished using the ‘‘repeat’’ grammar, or a red apple (for

monkey G, the cue was a yellow triangle), which indicated that the ‘‘mirror’’ grammar should be used. In another version of the

task, the grammar cue was shown throughout the whole sample period. That is, the cucumber or square was flashed together

with the sample location (see Video S1). When the white cross on the center of the screen turned to blue (‘go’ signal), the monkeys

had to release the lever and touch the screen to indicate the locations according to the order defined by the grammar to be used.

Sequence productions with wrong locations (those not presented during the sample sequence) or wrong orders were considered

as errors, and whenever there was wrong position or order occurred, the trial was terminated and the program automatically moved

to the next trial. Only the sequential touch of correct locations and order was rewarded with water or juice. Thus, the performance on

each ordinal position was conditional accuracy (including the results in the Figures 1D, 5, S2, and S5). The inter-trial interval was

2000 ms, after which the monkey was allowed to pull the lever to start the next trial. During the training period, the inter-trial interval

was prolonged to 4000 ms as a punishment for errors.

During the training period, for monkey G, 11 sequence patterns (five length-2 patterns and six length-3 sequences) were used. The

six length-3 patterns were as follows: ‘+1+1’, ‘+5+50, ‘+2+20, ‘+4+4’, ‘+1+30, and ‘+3+1’. For monkey L, 12 sequence patterns were

selected, of which five were length-2 patterns and seven (‘+1+1’, ‘+1+20, ‘+5+20, ‘+1+4’, ‘+5+50, ‘+3+4’, and ‘+2+20) were length-3

sequence patterns. The remaining patterns were used for the generalization tests and were never shown to animals during training

(Figure 2A).

Before grammar training, the monkeys received several weeks of procedural training, such as pulling, holding, and releasing the

lever, and touching one or two locations on the screen that had been indicated by flashing dots. After this procedural training,

monkeys received training with the two grammars (Figures 1B and S1). Grammar training always began with length-2 sequences.

Once these had been learned, the length-3 sequences were introduced. The training order of sequences for monkey G was ‘‘repeat

length-2,’’ ‘‘repeat length-3,’’ ‘‘mirror length-2,’’ and ‘‘mirror length-3’’ sequences. For monkey L, the order was ‘‘repeat length-2,’’

‘‘mirror length-2,’’ ‘‘randomly presented repeat (length-2) andmirror (length-2),’’ ‘‘mirror length-3,’’ ‘‘repeat length-3,’’ and ‘‘randomly

presented repeat (length-2&3) andmirror (length-2&3).’’ For the early phases of training, some ‘‘help’’ trials were included to motivate

monkeys to perform the task. For example, themonkeys were allowed to touch wrong locations until correct sequence reproduction.

The behavioral data in ‘‘help’’ and mixed (repeat and mirror)-sequence trials were not included in the present study. After several

months of intensive training, both monkeys completed approximately 800 trials per day.

Grammar generalization in monkey G and monkey L
Different types of generalization test were carried out on separate days. Tests were terminated when the monkey’s performance

reached 75% of the correct rate within one block (100 trials). Correct responses of the generalization trials were rewarded with water

or juice.

Novel sequences on the standard hexagon

Once monkeys had learned the two grammars (correct rate > 80% for at least three consecutive training days, which corre-

sponds to more than 2000 trials), the remaining untested sequences were used for the new sequence test (Figure 2A). On the

test day, there was one training block (approximately 100 trials, which comprised 20% length-2 sequences and 80% length-3

sequences) with previously trained sequences as the pre-transfer control (Figure 2A). The sequences presented in the transfer

blocks were all new. Both monkeys learned new sequences quickly, within the first transfer day. This generalization test ended

when monkeys no longer responded, which lasted approximately 900–1000 trials. After the test, all 150 length-2 and length-3

sequences were given to the animals for consecutive 5-7 days training to acquire enough behavioral data for detailed analyses

(e.g., Figures 1C and S2).

Longer-length sequences

For the length-4 higher-order sequence (ABCDjDCBA), ten patterns were randomly selected from the total possible 60 patterns on

each test day on monkey G (Figure S3A). The generalization test was performed over six consecutive days. Before the generalization

test, one block of the length-2 (20%) and length-3 (80%) sequences was first presented as the pre-transfer control. The sequences

presented to monkeys in the transfer blocks were all length-4. Figure 2B shows the performance for the first day only. To avoid the

learning effect of sequence patterns during each test day, for monkey L, the total 360 sequences were randomly assigned to the six

test days. That is, the 60 sequences in each day could be from any patterns. After the length-4 sequence test, monkey G was further

examined with length-5 higher-order sequences (ABCDEjEDCBA), for which ten patterns of length-5 sequences were chosen

randomly for a 1-day test (Figure S3C). In this test day, the sequences presented to monkeys in the transfer blocks were all

length-5, and the test was endedwhenmonkeyG stopped performing the task, due to the difficulty of the task and the lowmotivation.
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After all the generalization tests, both monkey G and L were intensively trained around �10,000 trials on the length-4 sequences.

The behavioral data were used for the comparison between the well-trained monkeys and untrained preschool children (Figures 5

and S5).

Sequences on new geometrical forms

The new geometrical forms included the ‘‘Pyramid’’ (six locations), ‘‘Random’’ (random number of locations in random positions),

‘‘Horizontal line’’ (four to six locations), and ‘‘Two-hexagon’’ (Figures 2C–2F). Only one of these new spatial layouts was presented

to animals on any one test day. All geometrical forms were the first time exposed to the monkeys. The tests were stopped when the

correct performance rate reached 75%within one block. For the test of the ‘‘Random’’ form, the position of each location and number

(4-10 items) of locations were randomized from trial to trial. The distance between locations was constrained to at least 6.5 cm to

avoid potential touch mistakes on the touchscreen. For the ‘‘Two-hexagon’’ form, monkey G was tested with two fixed hexagons.

One was placed in the second quadrant as the sample form and the other one was on the fourth quadrant as the reproduction.

For monkey L, the two hexagons were randomly placed from trial to trial. There was no further training after the test day to allow

re-learning of the new forms.

Rule-combination and generalization

Monkey Gwas habituated with the length-3 sequences generated by the embedded program, as follows: S =M {p, {+1}2}, where S is

the generated sequence for a given starting position p, M indicates the global mirror transformation (‘reverse’) and +1 denotes the

local operation of clockwise movement (‘next’). For example, for a starting location of ‘2’, the monkey had to generate the remaining

sequence by sequentially touching the five locations ‘3’, ‘4’, ‘4’, ‘3’, and ‘2’ to get a reward. The habituation was completed on the

standard hexagon. The generalization tests used locations and geometrical shapes that had not previously been trained, including

eight locations in an octagon, a square, a random number of locations in an irregular polygon and two-hexagon (Figure 4C). For the

two-hexagon, themonkey was presented one location on the sample hexagon andwas required to generate the following 2nd and 3rd

targets on the sample (same) hexagon and the 4th, 5th and 6th targets by reversing the first half of the sequence on another

corresponding hexagon (Figure 4C). On each day, only one generalization test was carried out. No further training was giving after

generalization tests.

Grammar learning and generalization in preschool children
To render the experiment more attractive to children, the flashed dots used to indicate locations were replaced by cartoon

animals (e.g., jumping fishes, Figure S4). Each grammar (‘‘repeat’’ and ‘‘mirror’’) was tested in separate blocks. For the fourteen

children, half of them started with the ‘‘repeat’’ grammar block, while the other half started with the ‘‘mirror’’ grammar block

(five children stopped the experiment after completing the mirror task). Each block started with two full viewings of one

length-2 (the 1st trial) and one length-3 (the 2nd trial) sequence, and children were instructed to look at how each animal jumped

from one location to another. In trials 3 to 5, the experimenter demonstrated how to play the game by viewing the sample

sequence (two or three locations) and then touching the locations on the screen to reproduce the second half of the sequence

according to the grammar required. Then, the child was asked to play the game as the experimenter did in order to guess

(reproduce) the positions after viewing the sample sequence. In each block, one type of form and one grammar were tested.

Whenever children touched the wrong location or order, the program automatically restarted from the beginning of the trial,

went on to correct the error, and asked children to guess the next location. The test was stopped after three consecutive

successful trials. After the experiments, children were asked to comment on the game. The children explicitly reported their

strategies to perform the ‘‘repeat’’ (14 out of 14 children) and ‘‘mirror’’ (9 out of 10 children) tasks after the experiment, which

indicated that they clearly grasped the grammars.

Performance of length-4 sequences in preschool children
Twenty-three children were recruited to perform the length-4 sequences using the same computer program. The experimenter

showed the children how to play the game until the children reported that they had understood the grammar (usually 3-5 demonstra-

tions from the experimenter). For each grammar, there were thirty sequences of length-4 sequences (according to Figure S3A) given

to the children and the order was randomized. Each grammar was tested in separate blocks. Half of them started to perform the

mirror task and the other half performed the repeat task first. Each type of sequence was only allowed to test once. The initial position

of a sequence from a pattern was randomly chosen from one of the six locations. Whenever children touched the wrong location or

order, the trial was terminated and the program automatically continued to next sequence pattern. In each trial, children were given

enough time to think to produce sequences. For the comparison between monkeys and preschool children, only behavioral perfor-

mance in the mirror task was included and analyzed in the present study.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Chi-square tests were used to compare behavioral performance (accuracy, response time) at each ordinal position or overall sequen-

tial positions against what would be expected by chance. Chance performance on a standard hexagon was defined as 0.167 (1/6) at

ordinal position one, 0.2 (1/5) at the second position, and so on, i.e., assuming that a location that had already been selected would

not be repeated. For statistical comparisons involving generalization performance, we made the conservative assumption (backed

up by Figure 1B) that the monkey’s spatial memory was perfect, and we tested for above-chance ordinal judgment against a chance
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level for the whole sequence defined as 1/n! for length n, i.e., 0.5 (1/2) for length 2, 0.167 (1/3*1/2) for length 3, 0.042 (1/4*1/3*1/2) for

length 4 and 0.0083 (1/5*1/4*1/3*1/2) for length 5 sequences. A linear model was used to test the monotonic relationship between

ordinal position and behavioral performance (accuracy and response time) (Figures 5A and 5B). A linear mixed model was used

for the analysis of the step-size and spatial grouping effects and their interactions with ordinal positions during sequence reproduc-

tions. (Figures 5C, 5D, and S5).

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

Raw data are available on Mendeley dataset: https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/b7pfsj5kxk/draft?a=4ade10bc-3650-

43d3-9491-7628be2cb7d2
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